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Current paper presents the Armenian altar crosses preserved at the Dudian Museum of 

Armenian Diocese of Romania, Museum of Armenian St. Mary Church in Botosani and 

Armenian Churches in Romania. These crosses have never studied before and are being 

published for the first time. Here are discussed problems of attribution, iconography and 

style of images and scenes decorating the altar crosses. The study of these examples is very 

important, as it includes a lot of new information to expand our perceptions on the 

decorations and typology of Armenian altar crosses. Also thanks to this research, we could 

bring together and make a small revue about the Armenian altar crosses in general. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Altar cross is one of the mandatory components in the decoration of 

Holy Table in Armenian Church. As a rule it has a foot and a pedestal on which the 

cross rests (unlike, for example, the Russian church, where the altar cross has no 

foot and pedestal
2
). Numerous altar crosses preserved in the Armenian collections 

of Romania have never been studied before and are unknown in academic circles
3
. 

 
1 This study became possible by the support of the Diocese of Armenian Church in Romania, 

Ministry of Culture of RA and State Committee of Science MES RA, in frame of the research project  

No. SCS 13-6E440 and Union of Armenians in Romania. 

The artworks have never been studied earlier, only in 2012 on the initiative of the leader of 

Armenian Diocese of Romania Bishop Datev Hakobian and Head of Chair of Armenian Art History and 

Theory at the Yerevan State University Prof. Levon Chookaszian the study of the collections started. 
2 М. Быкова, Серебряные напрестольные кресты XVI–XIX веков в собрании Государственного 

Владимиро-Суздальского музея-заповедника, Каталог [16th–19th centuries Silver Altar Crosses in the 

collection of the State Vladimir-Suzdal Museum and Reserve, Catalog], Vladimir, 2015;  

Ставрографический сборник II: Крест в православии, под. ред.  С. Гнутовой [Stavrographic 

compilation II: Cross in Orthodoxy, ed. by S. Gnutova], Moscow, 2003. 
3 The attributions of all samples were made by us. 
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The crosses represent the traditions of both the Armenian Apostolic and the Eastern 

Orthodox and Western Christian Churches in general. 

It is known that the principles of decoration of the Holy Table are directly 

related to the decoration of the Holy of Holies presented in Exodus of Old 

Testament (Ex. 37:16–24). So the Cross replaced the rod of Aaron at the Holy of 

Holies (Hebrews 9:3–5), as an invisible sign of Savior’s presence in altar and a 

giver of eternal life
4
. 

Malakia Archbishop Ormanian in his “Ritual Dictionary” writes, that the 

Altar cross is a great one, which must be placed on the uppermost place in the 

center of the Holy Table, and in festive days there can be placed more samples. In 

addition, he evidenced, that in the Armenian Church is also accepted to use crosses 

with the image of Christ in the form of Latin cross
5
. 

In the 8
th
 century, the Catholicos Hovhannes Odznetsi in contrast to the 

Byzantine church, affirms the rule of consecration and blessing of the cross, a ritual 

which becomes special only to the Armenian Church
6
. The rule forbids worshiping 

the not consecrated and not blessed cross
7
. Later the ritual of consecration and 

blessing of the cross was inserted into the Mashtots – Book of Rituals
8
. 

Armenian theologian from the 6
th
–7

th
 centuries Hovhann Mayragometsi notes, that 

the tableware of the Holy Table, and therefore the cross, must be made of silver
9
. 

However, crosses were made also of other metals, and also of crystals
10

. 

Discovered bronze crosses of Medieval Armenia are basically without images up to 

the 13
th
 century. They are decorated with few geometric and vegetal ornaments

11
, 

similar to Byzantine bronze examples of current period
12

. 

 
4 Stepʿanos Av. Kʿhn. Mandineanc‘, Astuacapaštutʿiwn Hayastaneanc‘ ułłap‘aṙ ekełec’woy, 

[Stepanos senior Priest Mandinean, Godliness of the Armenian Orthodox Church] Part 1, Vagharshapat, 

1872, p. 183–184. 
5 Małak’ia Ark’. Ormanian, Cisakan bararan [Archbishop Malachia Ormanian, Ritual dictionary], 

Yerevan, 1992, p. 84. 
6 H. K’yoseyan, A. Łazaryan, Xač‘ „K’ristonea Hayastan” hanragitaran [H. Kyoseyan, A. 

Ghazaryan, Cross „Christian Armenian” Ennciclopedia], Yerevan, 2002, p. 423. 
7 Yohan Imastaser, Matenagrut’yunk‘ naxneac‘ (Yovhannu Imastasiri Awjnec’voy matenagrut’iwnk‘) 

[John the Philosopher, Bibliography of ancestors (Bibliography of John the Philosopher)], Venice, 1833, p. 32. 
8 A. Sahakyan, “Miǰnadaryan patkerapaštut’yan haykakan tarberakə” [The Armenian Version of 

Medieval Iconoclasm], Historical-Philological Journal, No. 2, Yerevan, 1987, p. 156; Girk‘ Mec Maštoc‘ 

kočʿec‘eal  [The Book called Great Mashtots (Rituals)], Constantinople, 1807, p. 104–213. 
9 Hovhan Mayragomec’i, “Verlucutiwn kat‘ołike yekełec’woy ew vor i nma yawrineal kargac’” 

[Hovhan Mayragometsi, Analysis of the Church and the laws invented for him], “Sion”, Official Magazine 

of the Armenian Patriarchate of Jerusalem, Jerusalem, 1967, January–February, No. 1–2, p. 72. 
10 A. Manučʿaryan, “Ašotyan erku xačʿeri xorhrdabanutyunnerə” [A. Manucharyan, The 

Symbols of the Ashotian Two Crosses], Faculty of Theology – Yearbook 2017, Yerevan State University 

publ., Yerevan, 2017, p. 144–151. 
11 Hakobyan N, “Miǰnadaryan Hayastani gełarvestakan metałə IX–XIII darerum”, in „Hayastani 

hnagitakan hušarjannerə 10” [„Artistic metal of medieval Armenia in 9th–13th centuries” in 

“Archaeological monuments of Armenia 10“], III , Yerevan, 1981, p. 32; Trasures of Armenian Church. 
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What about the illustrated decoration system of the crosses, then we can 

judge mainly by examples of later periods. From early Christian and medieval 

times, very few samples have been survived generally, and with pictures just a few 

ones, which are again made with Byzantine influence
13

. 

In the later periods of historical development until the 16
th
 century, there is 

observed a severe lack of samples,  sometimes complete absence due to the loss of 

statehood and unfavorable political, economic and cultural conditions. The objects 

begin to appear in large numbers only in the new era, when Armenian jewelers and 

silversmiths began to occupy a very important place in the Ottoman Empire
14

, 

Persia
15

, and other countries thanks to the formed Armenian communities. 

The observation of the samples reveals the interruption of the previous 

tradition of illustrating in the new era. Thenceforth, they appear by imitating the 

Western system of cross decoration: as a rule in the center is presented the 

crucified Christ or the brief scene of Crucifixion օn one side and on the other side - 

the image of Mother of God praying or with child. The arms of crosses are often 

decorated with the images of Evangelists or their symbols, the angels, instruments 

of Passion of Christ. The “Crown” – the upper arm of the cross was crowned very 

often after the 17
th
 century. Surely, sometimes there are also meet unique examples 

not very common with their decoration system. 

The characteristic features and exceptions of the altar crosses we will discuss 

based on the samples preserved in the Armenian collections of Romania. Even 

these crosses were not always made by Armenian masters, but were adopted by the 

Armenian Church of Romania. 

The artworks are mainly placed in Bucharest, at the Dudian Museum of 

Armenian Diocese, the Museum of the Armenian St. Mary Church in Botosani, as 

well as in the Armenian churches functioning in Romania. The largest collection of 

silver artworks presents the Dudian Museum in Bucharest, samples of which were 

brought here from various Armenian churches of Romania to save from disappearance. 

To reveal the overall picture of the crosses of the Armenian Church in 

Romania, as there are many in number, we will present the samples in groups 

according to the place of preparation starting from the Armenian centers. Since 

there are many unique examples, analogues of which are not known yet, we will 

focus on a few special examples. 

 

Exhibition in the State Museum of the Moscow Kremlin, ed. by N. Hovhannisian, text: I. Mkrtchyan,  

S. Manukyan, Mother See of Holy Etchmiadzin, 1997 p. 51: 
12 The Glory of Byzantium. Art and Culture of the Middle Byzantine Era A.D. 843–1261, ed. by  

H․ Evance and W․Wixom, New York, 1997, p. 56. 
13 Treasures of Armenian Church. Exhibition in the State Museum of the Moscow Kremlin, Ed. by  

N. Hovhannisian, text: I. Mkrtchyan, S. Manukyan, Mother See of Holy Etchmiadzin, 1997 p. 50. 
14 On Armenian Silversmits of Ottoman Empire see: G. Kürkman, Ottoman Silver Marks, Istanbul, 

1996; G. Kürkman, Sultan’s Jewelers in the Ottoman Palace 1853–1871, Istanbul, 2019. 
15 On Armenian Silversmiths of Persia see: O. Tokat, Armenian Master Silversmiths, Los 

Angeles, 2005, p. 241–244. 
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ALTAR CROSSES OF THE ARMENIAN CHURCH IN ROMANIA 

The samples preserved in the Armenian collections of Romania are not very 

old. The earliest dated examples refer to the 18
th
 century․ Based on stylistic and 

artistic features we have dated some more items to the same period. 

We will start the discussion with the crosses, which were attributed by us to 

the Armenian masters of Constantinople. Commonly, the largest centers of 

Armenian silver making in the 17
th
–19

th
 centuries were Constantinople and the 

Van-Vaspurakan area (current Turkey). Consequently, a large number of items in 

the collections of Romania come from these two centers of Armenian silver 

making. 

The oldest dated altar-cross is holding a dedicatory inscription of 1781, and 

now is presented at the museum of St. Mary Armenian church in Botosani (fig. 1). 

The cross is decorated with the above mentioned western influences typical for this 

period. The iconography of Evangelists and Arma Christi have Western origins and 

became widely in use in Armenian art after the 17
th
 century. On the spread of 

Western influence played a great role the printed book, as the printing of Armenian 

books was making mainly with European templates and images
16

. The images of 

the Evangelists in the cross are one of the examples of this process. They repeat the 

same figures of the title page of Armenian Bible published in 1733 at Antonio Bortoli’s 

printing house in Venice
17

. In the case of this cross, unique is the pyramid-shaped 

pedestal, which we havn’t met among the other Armenian treasures of different 

collections
18

. 

Along with the Botosani cross we consider also the two altar-crosses (No. 88А & 

No. 88В) preserved at the Dudian museum in Bucharest, since the compositions of 

two crosses just repeat the upper mentioned example (fig. 2). Examining the two 

objects it becomes clear that the pedestals of crosses were changed during a 

restoration
19

. It could be possible, these crosses have had a pedestal of exactly the 

same type as the Botosani example has, which proves about a separate group of 

Armenian altar crosses with pyramid-shaped pedestals. 

After a many searches of stylistic and pictorial analogies, we found closer 

details in Constantinople․ The style of drapery, plasticity of figures, the depiction 

of the trees on the pedestal are similar to the examples of this area․ The rhombs 

 
16 K‘. Korkotyan, Hay tpagir girk‘ə Kostandnupolsum (1567–1850), [Armenian Printed Book in 

Constantinople (1567–1850)], Yerevan, 1964, p. 9, 
17 Astuacašunč‘ Girk’ [Bible Book], Venice: “Antonio Portoli” publ., 1733, p. 1. 

http://greenstone.flib.sci.am/ gsdl/collect/armenian/Books/astvacashunch1733_index.html seen 28.04.2020 
18 On the connection point of the pedestal and foot are clearly visible the traces of repairs. Most 

probably that the foot was changed, as the pedestal and the cross have expressed stylistic commonalities. 
19 In general, the items were heavily damaged during restorations: there were violated some details, 

cleaned up inscriptions, as a result of which the samples had lost their original appearance, which impedes 

accurate attribution. 

http://greenstone.flib.sci.am/%20gsdl/collect/armenian/Books/astvacashunch1733_index.html
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with a dent inside, formed by the technique of carving, which covers the 

background of the image of St. Mary and Child – is a kind of surface decoration, 

which was used in Byzantium
20

 influenced by Sasanian Persia as we think
21

, and 

later continued in Constantinople. We meet various items with such decoration in 

Constantinople – for example silver bindings of books, of icons, also belt buckles, 

one of which in addition is connected with our next cross with its floral decoration 

(fig. 3). 
Even on the pedestal of the altar cross No. 238 (fig. 4) is noticed the hallmark 

of the city of Vienna, however, it is not possible to attribute this cross to the 
masters of Vienna. The presented artistic features and, especially the style and 
technique of installation of the stones

22
 and the style of enamel are typical for 

Constantinople and Ottoman Empire in general (fig. 5). As we mentioned above, 
the floral decoration of the cross is similar to the belt buckle made in 
Constantinople (fig. 6). The buckle holds the features of so called „Constantinople 
style“, which was a result as the pro-Western cultural policy of Ottoman State, as 
well as of global cultural processes occurred after the 17

th
 century. The endings of 

cross arms with quatrefoils, which is rare in Armenian art, is also in a Western 
style. Although the quatrefoils has been used in Byzantium both in architectural 
decor

23
 and in applied arts

24
 much earlier than in the West, it became especially 

popular in French Gothic art, then entered Italy
25

 and other European countries. 
However, crosses with such composition of arms, are known in large numbers just 
from Italy, strating from the 14

th
 century

26
. In the 15

th
–16

h
 centuries there was a 

tendency in the Ottoman Empire to include Italian elements in architecture
27

. The 
Ottoman Empire and different Italian cities had close trade connections

28
, where 

 
20 Е. Цигаридас, К. Ловерду- Цигарида, Священная Великая Обитель Ватопед: Византийские 

иконы и оклады,  пер. с греч. [E. Tsigaridas, Loverdou – K. Tsigarida, Holy Great Monastery of 

Vatopaidi: Byzantine Icons and Revetments, transl. from Greek] Moscow, 2016, p. 361, 373; В. 

Даркевич, Светское искусство Византии [V. Darkevich, Byzantine Secular Art], Moscow, 1975, 

p. 86–89. 
21 К. Тревер, В. Луконин, „Сасанидское серебро. Собрание Государственного Эрмитажа” 

[C. Trever, V. Luconin, Sasanian Silver. Collection of State Hermitage], Moscow, 1987, p. 115, ill. 27, 75, 76. 
22 A. Ballian, “Post-Byzantine and other small art works”, in The Holy and great Monastery of 

Vadopaidi, vol. II, Mount Athos, 1998, p. 515. 
23 L. Wasmer, Die Welt von Byzanz – Europas Östliches Erbe, München, 2004, p. 78. 
24 Ibid., p. 181; А. Банк, Византийское искусство в собраниях Советского Союза, [A. Banck, 

Byzantine Art in the Collections of the USSR], Leningrad-Moscow, 1966, ill. 161, 162 ; В. Даркевич, 

Светское искусство Византии, [V. Darkevich, Byzantine Secular Art], Moscow, 1975, p. 118–119, 221. 
25 M. Martindale, Gothic Art, New York, 2003, p.113, 173; Готика. Архитектура, Скульптура, 

Живопись, [Gothic Art. Architecture, Sculpture, Painting], ed. by. R. Toman, Oldenburg, 2000, p. 329, 491 

(Transl. from Germ.). 
26https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/464462?searchField=All&amp;sortBy=Releva

nce&amp;ft=altar+cross+italy&amp;offset=0&amp;rpp=20&amp;pos=17  seen 15.04.2020 
27 S. Faroqhi, Subjects of the Sultan. Culture and Daily Life in the Ottoman Empire, London, 2005, 

p. 30–31. 
28 S. Faroqhi, Subjects of the Sultan. Culture and Daily Life in the Ottoman Empire, London, 2005, 

p. 73. 

https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/464462?searchField=All&amp;sortBy=Relevance&amp;ft=altar+cross+italy&amp;offset=0&amp;rpp=20&amp;pos=17
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/464462?searchField=All&amp;sortBy=Relevance&amp;ft=altar+cross+italy&amp;offset=0&amp;rpp=20&amp;pos=17
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Armenians were occupying a special place
29

. In addition, there was a large Italian 
community in Constantinople. From the beginning of the 19

th
 century, Italian 

architects were invited to work in Constantinople, and there is a version that some 
of them even taught Armenians

30
. Therefore, the direct influence of Italian art is 

not surprising. 
There are only few altar crosses known in Armenian art like this sample. One 

of the crosses is now preserved at the Museum of the St. All Saviors Monastery in 

New Julfa (Isfahan, Iran), was made in the 16
th
 century according to the dedicatory 

inscription. The other two from the 18
th
 and 19

th
 centuries are at the Alex and Mary 

Manoogian Treasury house museum in the Holy See Etchmiadzin in Armenia (No. 

129, No. 130). Although the current four crosses are made on the same principle, 

but they differ in performing styles. 

So, judging from the above discussed, and considering the arguments, we 

intend to attribute the cross to the Armenian masters of Constantinople of the edge of 

the 18
th
–19

th
 centuries. What about the pedestal, it was installed during a restoration 

later. 

The next group of crosses we had attributed to the silver art school of Van-

Vaspurakan. 

The dated cross No. 136 is also exhibited at the Dudian museum. The 

filigreed and granulated cross was donated to the Armenian St. Mary church of 

Focsani in 1785 according to the dedicatory inscription. With its type, composition, 

the ornaments made by the double-thread, with granulating and especially with the 

features of decoration of the wings, the cross is close to the Van-Vaspurakan 

examples. Particularly, we can draw parallels to the crosses used in the Ktuts 

monastery in Van, some of which are now preserved in the Holy See Etchmiadzin 

(fig. 7). We have attributed to Van-Vaspurakan also the filigreed cross No. 130 of 

the 19
th
 century (fig. 8). The best masters of filigreed works were from Van-

Vaspurakan and Erzurum area, but the masters of Erzurum were using threads 

thinner, than our cross has. As, the size of the threads and the shape of arm endings 

are closer to Van’s masters, it gives us a basis to make such conclusion. Judging 

from the dimple on it, the cross was prepared to preserve relics. 

It is unique in its type the radiating, two-sided altar cross No. 177 (fig. 9) 

donated to the St. Mary Church of Focsani and now preserved at the Dudian 

museum. Despite of being damaged much, the cross is nevertheless deeply 

impressive. 

On the background completely with vegetal ornaments, are placed the images 

of Crucified Christ in the center and symbols of the four Evangelists on four arms 
 

29 B. Der Matossian, “The Armenian Commercial Houses and Merchants Networks in the 19th 

Century Ottoman Empire”, Turcica. Revue d'études turques 39, 2007, p. 151 and p. 147–174. 
30 P. Girardelli, E. Godoli, “Introduction”, in Italian Architects and Builders in the Ottoman 

Empire and Modern Turkey: Design across Borders, ed. by P. Girardelli and E. Godoli, Newcastle 

upon Tyne, 2017, p. XII. 
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of the cross. On the both sides, the whole cross and the images are lined with a 

chain of pine acorns. 

On the other side, the center occupies molded picture of Mother of God with 

the child. At the edges of the wings are placed images of Prophets, which we were 

able to conclude with the help of iconography of the figure on upper arm of the 

cross. It is depicted the Prophet Daniel with distinctive crown and harp. It is 

known, that the Main Prophets of Old Testament are identified with the 

Evangelists
31

. Besides, the placing of images of the Evangelists and the Prophets 

on the cross is a variant of the depiction the scene, where the Prophets act as 

supporting the Evangelists. The depiction of Prophets as support for the 

Evangelists has been known since the Middle Ages (Ireland cross-stones, glass- 

windows of Charter, etc.)
32

. The Prophets are identified with the Evangelists in the 

following pairs: Matthew with Daniel, Mark with Jeremiah, Luke with Isaiah, and 

John with Ezekiel. And in the case of our cross, the image of each Prophet is 

placed exactly on the same wing, on the other side of which is presented the 

symbol of the appropriate Evangelist (fig 10). 

This type of decoration of crosses, we have not met in any Armenian crosses 

yet. It is a unique example in Armenian crosses which is known till now. 

Crosses holding the images of Evangelists and Prophets are found among 19
th
 

century Serbian masters, and generally in the decoration of wood-craft crosses (for 

example the Church of Archangel St. Michael in Jagodina; the apostles are on the 

horizontal arms, the Prophets – on the verticals)
33

. 

On the horizontal arms of the same side of our cross are chased five churches 

– three on the left and two on the right side․ Our supposition that here is depicted 

the Holy Etchmiadzin Cathedral with its five domes is confirmed with the hardly 

noticeable inscription “Etchmiadz” (fig. 11). Approximately, in the 19
th
 century in 

the silver art of Van-Vaspurakan area was very common to depict churches or 

views of cities and write down the name of depicted object. For examples one can 

find images of churches on belts, cups, cigarette cases, little women bags etc., and 

this became one of distinctive characteristics of Armenian silversmiths of Van-

Vaspurakan
34

. We tend to think, that in the case of our cross, it is one more tip 

about the place of its origin, which will become more reliable from the facts given 

below. 

There is no mention about the time of preparation in the dedicatory 

inscription of the cross. By an interesting coincidence with the approximate dating 
 

31 L. Ross, Medieval Art: A Topical Dictionary, Westport, 1996, p. 205. 
32 H. King, “Prophets and Evangelists (Speaking from Stone)”, Archaeology Ireland 8, no. 2 

(Summer) 1994, p. 9–10. 
33 V. Dautović, “Ризница Старе цркве Светог Арханђела Михаила у Јагодини” (Treasury of the 

Old Church St. Archangel Michael in Jagodina), in Symposium Two Centuries of the Old church in 

Jagodina (November 27–28, 2016. Collection of papers, Jagodina, 2017, p. 132. 
34 On Van-Vaspurakan area silvesmithing see: O. Tokat, Armenian Master Silversmiths, Los 

Angeles, 2005. 
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helps us the altar-cross No. 174 donated to the St. Gevorg Church of Focsani in 

1794 and now again preserved in Bucharest (fig. 12). 

On one side of the cross of 1794, as in the case of the preceding cross, are 

placed the symbols of the four Evangelists. The figure, which represents Matthew 

in this case, the same time depicts Mark on the previous cross (fig. 13). Of course, 

when looking closely, it becomes clear that is depicted a winged lion, but in the 

previous cross was used to represent the symbol of Matthew – the Angel. The use 

of the same details on the two crosses makes it evident, that they are originate from 

the same place, and maybe also the same master. In general, the individual details 

of the two crosses, as well as the style of the characters, are very similar, due to 

which we date the cross No. 177 with the edge of the 18
th
–19

th
 centuries. 

In its turn, the cross No. 174 is unique too. Unlike the accepted design, when 

on the one side of the cross was depicted Christ, and on the other side Mother of 

God, Christ is depicted on both sides in this sample – in one case crucified, in the 

other as Pantocrator or Christ from Apocalypse. 

On one side of the wings, there are the symbols of the Evangelists and the 

name of each Evangelist is written in reverse. On the other side are depicted Apostles 

Paul, Peter, James, and Philip, again with names written, but this time in right 

version. We assume that reverse writing was only a result of technical inaccuracy. 

What about the scene on the reverse side of the cross, after a long search and 

checking different hypotheses we came to the conclusion, that the silversmith tried 

to depict the “Traditio Legis” (fig. 14). Makes us think about this the presence of 

the apostles Paul and Peter. But maybe the master was confused again, as in the 

case of the writings of Evangelists’ names, or not well versed in iconography. 

That’s why he had violated Peter's place provided by the canon of iconography. 

The other two apostles were chosen  according to his preference, as is allowed by 

the iconography rules
35

. 

For attribution of the place of preparation of two crosses, as a comparison we 

also use the examples from the Church of Ktuts island of Van lake, and other 

silverworks from Van: the cross edges, which also have comparison with frog-

shape buckles of Van, placed high above the edges of the cross the molded angles, 

the shape of foot etc.
36

 (fig. 15). We conclude that these two crosses are also works 

of the Van-Vaspurakan master as well. In general, the separate details of the two 

crosses, the unique decoration, not common thinking of composition, the selection 

of non-popular scenes for Armenian altar crosses, evidence about the same 

unknown, but high qualified master. What about the mistakes on the cross No. 174, 

we think, that it was one of his early works, when the silversmith needed more 

knowledge and experience. 

The next two crosses, No. 137 and No. 138 (fig. 16), completely repeat one 

another. The crosses are certified both by the dedicatory inscriptions and by the 
 

35 R. Couzin, The Traditio Legis: Anatomy of an Image, Oxford, 2015, p. 47. 
36 https://www.aniarc.am/2018/10/26/van-timar-houshamadian/ seen 2.05.2020 

https://www.aniarc.am/2018/10/26/van-timar-houshamadian/
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name of the master. It is noteworthy that the master had engraved on one of the 

crosses: “Bilt by” «Շինեց», and had put his name on the other cross “HARUTIUN 

– ՅԱՐՈւԹԻՒՆ” (fig. 17), with the rules of abbreviation. According to donative 

inscriptions, both the crosses have been presented to the St. Mary Church of 

Akkerman in 1788 (current Belgorod in Ukraine). Of course, it is not clear how 

these samples appeared in the Dudian Museum. We suppose they could be brought 

to Bucharest during the preparations of the great Armenian exhibition in 1930 in 

Bucharest. The organizer and coordinator of the exhibition Hakob Siruni with the 

aim of collecting artefacts went around all the localities associated with the 

Armenian Diocese of Romania, where Armenians lived and had churches
37

. Later, 

in an article dedicated to the same exhibition, there is mentioned the idea to create 

a museum, which came as a result of the collecting process
38

. Consequently, the 

items could remain in Bucharest as a museum exhibit. 

They could also move here after joining Akkerman to Ukraine, like in the 

case of Ismail, when after joining to Ukraine some items were brought to Romania, 

as before this territory was also included in the diocese of Romania
39

. 

Our searches, to find any analog for these crosses, or any information about 

the master HARUTIUN have not yielded results yet. We are more inclined to think 

that the crosses were made just in Akkerman. 

In the collections of Armenian Diocese of Romania it is also possible to find 

Greek or so-called „Aton” crosses with a wooden middle part. Such crosses were 

not used in the Armenian Church and there was no tradition to prepare it in the 

territory of Armenia. Such crosses are found mainly in the Armenian Churches of 

the communities in various countries and in their church ritual. This is of course 

the influence of the given cultural environment. 

There are also preserved four Russian altar crosses made in the 19
th
 century 

mostly in Moscow, which in general are bearing the features of so called 

“historicism” typical for Russian art of current period
40

. 

Between the altar-crosses and the other objects, an important group consists 

the samples which were made in Romania, but it is not clear who were the masters 

Armenians or Romanians. 

Altar crosses belonged to this group have the shape of typical for crosses 

used in the Orthodox church: arms with three-leafed endings; slightly longer lower 

 
37 V. Bedros, Armenian Artistic Heritage in Romania Between Exilic Nostalgia and Cultural 

Integration, Bucharest, 2012, p. 125. 
38 T’łt’akic‘, “Puk’reši hay aruesti c’uc‘ahandesə”, Anahit. Handes mtacman yev aruesti“ 

[Correspondent, “The exhibition on Armenian Art in Bucharest”, Anahit. Journal of philosophy and art], 

no. 3, Paris, p. 113. 
39 M. Vardanyan, “The Russian Ritual Objects in the Collection of the Armenian Dudian 

Museum at the Armenian Diocese of Romania in Bucharest”, Banber hayagitut’yan. Hayagitakan 

miǰazgayin handes [Journal of Armenian Studies. International Scientific Journal], no. 1(22), Yerevan, 

2020, p. 138–152. 
40 On the Russian Altar crosses in Armenian collections of Romania see ibid. 
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arm compared to the upper three arms; radiated or not, image of Crucified Christ in 

the center; images of evangelists or their symbols, cherubs, angels on the cross 

arms; round or sided pedestals cased with not high relief ornaments. About the 

Armenian masters testify writings included in the artistic compositions of the 

crosses, first of all the writing INRI in Armenian. All the preserved examples are 

from the 19
th
 century. 

In this case is noteworthy the presence of the altar cross which is now 

preserved at the Armenian St. Mary Church of Iasi (fig. 18)․ The cross is a high 

quality sample. The INRI in Armenian made during the preparation prove about an 

Armenian master. The Romanian silver hallmark and maker’s mark of 19
th
 century 

are certain evidences of about the Armenian master who had created in current 

period in Romania, and the deciphering of the mark of silversmith, could give one 

more name of Armenian artist created in this country. 

The same features are noticed in the altar crosses of St. Archangels Church in 

Bucharest, and in the cross No. 411 from Dudian museum (fig. 19). 

The crosses of Suceava and Iasi, although are made by Armenian masters as 

we think, but they do not carry elements typical of Armenian art. They are made 

based on the Western influence typical for this period, which is reflected in the arts 

of Eastern Europe, Ottoman Empire, Russia and other countries after the 17
th
 

century.  For example, the crosses of Iasi and Suceava completely repeat the 16
th
 

and 18
th
 century examples of Dubrovnik (even these are mentioned as Processional 

crosses, but are very similar to our examples)
 41

. 

The last cross, which is made in late Gothic style we present separately (fig. 20). 

It is important to mention about this cross, since we have come to the conclusion, 

that it was made by not Armenian master. Meanwhile in various Armenian 

collections, there are preserved crosses quite similar to this cross, but made by 

Armenian masters (at the museums: The Alex and Marie Manoogian Museum of 

Holy See Echmiadzin
42

, the History Museum of Armenia
43

, the Armenian 

Catholicosate of Cilicia
44

). 

The cross has not an accurate catalogue numbering. The foot and pedestal are 

broken. There is no Armenian inscription on our cross… unlike the Armenian made 

crosses, despite the composition and stylistic commonalities, our sample presents the 

type of Crucifixion, which is not common for Armenian Altar crosses’ tradition. 

Dedicatory inscriptions from 17
th
 and 18

th
 centuries on the reverse side of the 

same Armenian made crosses help us for approximate dating. 
 

41 V. Lupis, “Liturgical Objects and Votive Offerings”, p. 321, 327. (We couldn’t find the date 

and place of publication of the article) https://www.academia.edu/32454312/Liturgical_objects_ 

and_votive_offerings  seen 19.04.2020 
42 No.195, No. 196, No. 336. 
43 http://treasury.am/hy/%D5%AD%D5%A1%D5%B9-28?query=%D5%AD%D5%A1%D5%B9 

seen 7.05.2020 
44 D. Kouyoumjian, The Armenian Catholicosate of Cilicia. History, Treasures, Mission, Lebanon-

Anthilias, 2015, p. 23. 

https://www.academia.edu/32454312/Liturgical_objects_and_votive_offerings
https://www.academia.edu/32454312/Liturgical_objects_and_votive_offerings
http://treasury.am/hy/%D5%AD%D5%A1%D5%B9-28?query=%D5%AD%D5%A1%D5%B9
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On the reverse side of Dudian museum cross, in the center is placed the image of 

Woman of Apocalypse or Madonna, and on the arms Saint women crowned and with 

their attributes (St. Dorothea of Caesarea, St. Helena, St. Catherine of Alexandria, 

St. Barbara
45

). Crosses with images of Holy women made by Armenian masters are 

not known yet. Crosses with Saint Women, with Gothic architectural element on 

the foot, symbolizing the Temple at the Holy Sepulcher, and the Late Gothic style
46

 

in general are typical for Western art. It is seen for example in Germany in the 15
th
 

century, and then the tradition repeated in the 18
th
 century in the artworks of Danzig 

(Gdansk) silversmiths during the Prussian kingdom
47

. 

It is also quite difficult to find scenes with St. Dorothea in Armenian art, in 

comparison with Western art, and again in German art. 

Crosses close to ours with Gothic style and Gothic interpretation of the 

symbols of Evangelists were making also by the silversmiths of Sibiu in the mid 

16
th
 century

48
. Another variation of these Late Gothic style cross is the sample from 

the Armenian Church of Constanta (fig. 21), which is closer to Sibiu example also 

with the floral details attached
49

. 

We haven’t made final conclusion about this cross, but intend to think, that 

this two examples were made in Transylvania, or were imported from Western 

European countries. 

It is noteworthy the fact, that the symbols of Evangelists in such Gothic style, 

repeat each other on the other crosses, and other objects regardless of the time and 

place of preparation. At Victoria and Albert museum there is preserved a German 

pendant cross of 15
th
–16

th
 centuries, where the symbols of Evangelists installed on 

the arms are quite close to our examples, and this is the oldest example we could find. 

It is possible, that this style of symbols, became acceptable and preferable, as 

for masters, as well as for donators. Also the technique of casting allows to repeat 

the same detail again and again, in the case of existence of the mold. 

CONCLUSION 

The examples discussed above expand our perceptions on the descriptions 

and typology of Armenian altar crosses. Summarizing, we can conclude the following: 

 
45 We have made the identification of each person according to the accompanying attributes. 
46 B. Tuchołka-Włodarska, Goldschmiedekunst vom 14. Bis zum 20 Jahrhundert in den 

Sammlungen des Nationalmuseums in Gdańsk. Katalog, Gdańsk, 2005, p. 10. 
47 Ibid., p. 33; Mărturii ale credinţei, semne ale mândriei: creaţii ale meşterilor orfevrieri pentru 

patricienii oraşului Gdańsk din colecţiile Muzeului Naţional din Gdańsk (Confessions of faith, symbols of 

pride: the artworks of goldsmiths for Gdańsk patricians from the collection of the National museum in 

Gdańsk), ed. by Dr. Frąckowska A., Gdańsk, 2011, p. 20 (Rom.), 37 (Eng.), 49. 
48 D. Dâmboiu, Breasla aurarilor din Sibiu între secolele XV–XVII, Alba-Iulia, 2008, p. 77, ill. 26b., 

p. 81. 
49 Ibid., ill. 26°, p. 80. 
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a) to single out a certain group of 18
th
 century Armenian altar crosses, with 

pyramid-shape pedestals, 

b) a group of altar crosses, which was illustrated with images of four 

prophets, 

c) a group of altar crosses with quatrefoils on arm endings influenced by the 

Italian crosses, 

d) besides the Western influences, there were also continued Byzantine 

artistic traditions in Constantinople in the new era, which are vivid in the 

Armenian examples we have presented. 

The above discussed shows that the Romanian-Armenian altar crosses overall 

do not differ from the items used in the Armenian Church rituals and are 

distinguished, first of all, with their artistic diversity which attests of course the 

donators’ taste. Here in Romania there are collected most of all unique types of 

Armenian altar crosses, the study of which comes to enrich the knowledge of 

history of Armenian liturgical objects, art and culture of Armenian communities, 

the history of Armenian applied arts. 

Not departing from its own tradition, but being in an Orthodox country, at the 

same time the Armenian Church has not avoided the assimilation of some elements 

of current country’s tradition, which is an important example of dialogue of cultures
50

. 

 
50 My special gratitude to the president of the Union of Armenians in Romania Mr. Varujan 

Vosganian, for covering my travel expenses giving me the opportunity to present this topic to the 12th 

International Congress of South-East European Studies, Bucharest, September 2–6, 2019. I want to 

thank Bishop Datev Hakobian, the head of Armenian Diocese of Romania and Dr. Levon 

Chookaszian for their idea to organize the study of these amazing collections and their permanent 

help and encourage. And of course, great thanks to Dr. Seyranush Manukyan for her willingness and 

support during the writing of this article. 
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Fig. 1. Altar cross, 1871, Constantinople?, Museum of St. Mary Church, Botosani 
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Fig. 2 Altar crosses No. 88A & 88B, 18th century, Constantinople?,  

Dudian museum of Armenian Diocese of Romania, Bucharest 
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Detail of a Sasanian Detail of an Icon 

binding, 

14th century, 

Byzantine Empire 

Central detail of crosses 

from Botosani, 

No. 88A & No. 88B 

 

Detail of a belt buckle, 

19th century, 

Constantinople 

   
 

Fig. 3. Decoration with carved rhombs 

 

Fig. 4. Altar Cross No. 238, 18th–19th centuries, Constantinople?, Dudian museum of Armenian 

Diocese of Romania, Bucharest 
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Belt buckle, 

18th century, Constantinople 

Detail of the cross No. 238 

 

 

Detail of a belt buckle, 18th century, 

Constantinople (fragments) 

 

Fig. 5.  The installation of the stones and the style of enamel are typical  

for Constantinople and Ottoman Empire 

 

Detail of a belt buckle, 19th century, 

Constantinople 

Detail of the belt buckle, 19th century, 

Constantinople 

  

Fig. 6. Floral decoration of cross No. 238 
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Fig. 7. Altar cross No. 136, 1758, Van-Vaspurakan?,  

Dudian museum of Armenian Diocese of Romania, Bucharest 
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Fig. 8. Altar cross No. 130, 1836, Van-Vaspurakan?,  

Dudian museum of Armenian Diocese of Romania, Bucharest 
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Fig. 9. Altar cross No. 177, 18th–19th centuries, Van-Vaspurakan?, Dudian museum of Armenian 

Diocese of Romania, Bucharest 
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Evangelist 
Matthew 

 
 

Prophet 
Daniel 

Evangelist 
Mark 

  

Prophet 
Jeremiah 

Evangelist 
Luke 

 

 

Prophet 
Isaiah 

Evangelist 
John 

 

 Prophet 
Ezekiel 

Fig. 10. Evangelists and Prophets, Altar cross No. 177, 18th–19th centuries, Van-Vaspurakan?,  

Dudian Museum of Armenian Diocese of Romania 
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Fig. 11. Etchmiadzin Cathedral and writing “Etchmiadz”, Altar cross No. 177, 18th–19th centuries, 

Van-Vaspurakan?, Dudian Museum of Armenian Diocese of Romania 

 

Fig. 12. Altar cross No. 174, 1794, Van-Vaspurakan,  

Dudian Museum of Armenian Diocese of Romania, Bucharest 
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Evangelist Mark, Cross No. 177 Evangelist Mathew, Cross No. 174 

  

Fig. 13. The same detail on different crosses 

 

 

Fig. 14. Depiction of “Traditio Legis”?, Altar cross No. 174, 1794, Van-Vaspurakan, Dudian Museum 

of Armenian Diocese of Romania 
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Altar-cross N 174 (fragment) Cross, 18th century, 

Van-Vaspurakan area (detail) 

 

Frog shaped buckle, 18th century,  

Van-Vaspurakan  area  (detail) 

   

Fig. 15. Comparison of the form of arm edge with samples from Van-Vaspurakan. 

            

Fig. 16.  Altar crosses No. 137 & No. 138, 19th century, Akkerman?, Dudian Museum of Armenian 

Diocese of Romania, Bucharest 
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 “Bilt by” “HARUTIUN” 

  

Fig. 17. Inscription by the silversmith, Altar crosses No. 137 & No. 138, 19th century, Akkerman?, 

Dudian Museum of Armenian Diocese of Romania, Bucharest 

 

Fig. 18. Altar Cross, 19th century, Romania,  

Armenian St. Mary Church, Iasi 
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Fig. 19. Altar Crosses, 19th century, Romania, St. Archangels’ Church of Armenian Diocese, 

Bucharest 
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Fig. 20. Altar cross, 17th–18th centuries?, place of origin unknown, Dudian Museum of Armenian 

Diocese of Romania, Bucharest 
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Fig. 21. Altar cross, 17th–18th centuries?, place of origin unknown,  

Armenian St. Mary Church, Constanta 
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